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Gary Carter Quotes

       Load up your mind with pictures capturing your preferred tomorrow. Put
the remembrances of the past in a place where they won't block your
view. 
~Gary Carter

Sometimes you just have to play in pain. 
~Gary Carter

That's what every young kid thinks about when they first put on a
uniform - is to play in the Major League and then, ultimately, play in a
World Series. To me, that was the ultimate, winning in '86. 
~Gary Carter

I would love to get back to the big leagues as a coach, possibly a
manager. I would love that opportunity. 
~Gary Carter

I'll always be grateful for the dream season of 1986. In a corner of my
mind I will stand forever with my bat cocked, waiting for the two-one
pitch from Calvin Schiraldi. 
~Gary Carter

I like mellow music. I like some jazz. But I'm not a big hard rock guy. 
~Gary Carter

My desires are simply I love to teach, I love to be in uniform, I love to
throw batting practice, I love to be with the kids. 
~Gary Carter

Theres a place in my heart for every team I played on. 
~Gary Carter

To be 49 years old now and still be called The Kid, that's kind of
special. 
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~Gary Carter

The only thing on my mind now is getting that World Series ring. 
~Gary Carter
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